RETREATS &
WORKSHOPS

At Flag is Up Farms
A Night of
Inspiration
Retreat

Life Lessons from
The Man Who
Listens to Horses

Connect with living legend and New
York Times bestselling author Monty Roberts at his
famous Flag Is Up Farms. Bring your group to
watch the action at the round pen, as a young
horse is gentled for the first time. Learn how
effective positive reinforcement, affirmation and
trust are in shaping the relationship between
horses and humans. Then enjoy a lavish barbecue
dinner at Monty's home overlooking the farm in
the lush Santa Ynez Valley, CA. Your group will
leave with a renewed inspiration and appreciation
for the power of affirmation.

This workshop will inspire and provide a handson forum for you and your group to learn from
the famous horse whisperer, Monty Roberts.
How did Monty fulfill his dream to become an
International thought leader? What setbacks did
he encounter on his journey? This workshop
allows you to benefit from his learning lessons
and apply them to your own life. Contact us to
design the perfect workshop for you and
your group.

The Leadership Challenge
Program at Flag Is Up Farms

Building
Effective Teams

There is no more effective place to learn about
how to become an effective leader than at Flag Is
Up Farms. This workshop is custom-designed for a
single or multi-day format. The workshop includes
a pre-program assessment, The Leadership
Practices Inventory (LPI). The main session includes
both classroom based and hands-on learning
activities, including team challenge activities and
learning to lead horses with trust-based
communication. Participants will enjoy intimate
leadership discussions with Monty Roberts, and
learn about his authentic approach to leading with
the Five Practices of Exemplar Leadership ® Model.

Teamwork skills are now essential in any
workplace. This workshop uses the DiSC ® Personal
Profile Assessment to help team members manage
and leverage each other's unique styles and
differences. The workshop includes classroom
based and team challenge activities to help groups
develop their teamwork skills. Teams will learn
about high performance team work by using team
principles taken from Monty Roberts‘
collaboration with horses. This exciting workshop
concludes with your team creating their own
action plan to help transfer their key learnings
back to the workplace.

DEBBIE ROBERTS-LOUCKS AT DEBBIE@MONTYROBERTS.COM, 949.632.1856
OR SUSAN CAIN AT SCAIN@CORPLEARNING.COM, 800.203.6734.

